Grace Neighborhood
Nursery School
Spring 2019
The Director’s Corner:
Notes from Barb
Dear Grace Families,
Ending the school year is always bittersweet!
We all feel the excitement that comes with
summer weather and are grateful to be able
to have more time to be outside in nature
and all the fun that summer brings.
It is important for us as adults, to consider that preschoolers can find this time
of year confusing and unsettling. They do not clearly remember last summer
and can feel uncertainty about all of the conversations and excitement that
adults have for the changes that summer brings. Endings and partings carry a
burden of emotion that preschoolers sometimes cannot put into words. Saying
goodbye to beloved teachers and school friends can be difficult for young children. Sometimes children seem a little more out of sorts at this time of year.
They can feel that change is coming and the anticipation of change can bring
some feelings of worry. At school the teachers ease the transition of the school
year ending by paying attention to and supporting children’s emotions, creating
opportunities to talk about how the class has become a community, the
important relationships that have formed and won’t end, reading books and
talking about endings and saying goodbye, and anticipating growth and new
adventures to come.

Upcoming at Grace
Friday, May 24
Last Day of School

Tuesday, May 28 –
Thursday, June 6
Summer Camp 1

Tuesday, June 11 –
Thursday, June 27
Summer Camp 2

Monday, July 1 – Friday, July 5

You can do the same at home. Honoring the need to feel those big feelings
and accepting them is important. Taking time over the summer to relax and
gently anticipate new things that are coming, allowing for gradual acceptance
of the new. We want everyone to maintain that sense of excitement for school
when anticipating what next fall will bring…whether they are moving on to a new
school or coming back here to Grace. Please know that once a member of our
Grace Community…ALWAYS a member of our Grace Community.
We are here for you.
Enjoy reading our spring news!

The Add A Day Class had an
exciting visit to the Fire Fighter’s
Museum in March!

Barb

GNNS closed for Summer Break

Tuesday, July 9 –
Thursday, July 25
Summer Camp 3

July 29 – August 23
GNNS closed for cleaning

Wednesday, September 4
First day of school for 2019-20

Parent Advisory Board Update
Contributed by Amanda Skelly, Board Secretary, and mom of Jack and Felix
With the board wrapping up for the year, we thought it would be a good time to share some of the major themes we have spent time on
during our recent monthly meetings. But first, we’d like to thank all of our families for their support throughout the year – whether it was
attending our amazing auction, helping with a class project or supporting one of our other fundraising initiatives - we’ve achieved so
much and are looking forward to continuing to work with families and teachers in ensuring our school thrives. Here is a quick snapshot
of some of the discussion areas for the board in recent months:
Snow Days
We considered potential alternatives to following our current policy of following MPS snow day policy, and the potential impacts of any
changes. We felt that safety and clarity where key factors when it comes to snow day and reaffirmed the currency policy.
Silent Auction Review
The auction was a resounding success (despite the weather!) and we raised in excess of $25,000 for our scholarship fund. With much of
the later part of 2018’s board meetings spent planning for the auction, the last few months have been reviewing how we can improve in
the years to come. Items under discussion include: moving the date to later in spring, changing the mix of auction items (more or less
live auction items? more/less great gatherings?), how we focus our fundraising time and the role of corporate sponsors.
Annual Fund for Professional Development
After successfully raising $9,000 for the development of our wonderful teaching staff during the Annual Fund Drive, our attention has
now turned to how we can continue to support our commitment to professional development in years to come.
Outdoor play areas
We now have three! With the front yard now well and truly incorporated in our classroom curriculum plans, we are providing guidance
on how to continue to support this area, in addition to the Grace Garden on the Midtown Greenway and 28th St. nature strip.
Enrollments for 2019/20
Barb has continued to provide updates to the board on the enrollment process for next year. This is a critical input to our annual budget
that will shortly be finalized. While things are constantly changing on this front we have only a handful of spots remaining.
Looking ahead
In addition to budget setting, we are considering a number of initiatives for the next school year covering areas of enhancing community engagement, new fundraising ideas (anyone for Nico’s Tacos?), replacing the door lock system on the 28th St. door, and additional
investments in our out-door areas.
Where does the time go???

Amanda

Calling all summer makers!
Are you a summer crafter, canner or maker? Think ahead
and put aside some of your creations to donate to the
GNNS Winter Fair!
The annual Winter Fair fundraiser will be held on
Thursday and Friday, December 12 & 13, 2019. All
proceeds benefit the school. Funds raised will go to
support some of our enrichment programs such as the
Poet-In-Residence program, our Creative Movement
Program, and new items for the Nature Play Yard.
Please consider making something (anything goes!) that
could be sold at the Fair. Possibilities include: cookies,
candies, mini muffins; gluten free and vegan goodies;

spiced or candied
nuts; pickles,
salsas, jams, jellies;
homemade doggie
treats; jewelry;
handmade ornaments,
pottery, wood crafts;
knitted, felted, sewn
items; special crafts
made by or for kids;
homemade toys,
flowering bulb kits;
etc., etc.
We are also looking for one or two people to oversee the
Fair next year. Please let Barb know if you are interested in
helping with this fundraiser!

It’s Never Too Early
to Volunteer to
Support Grace!
We are looking for some key volunteers to
get us off to a great start next school year!
Please consider helping us in one of the
following ways:
1. Join the Board of Directors
When: Meetings are once a month on a
Tuesday night, 7:00 – 9:00PM,
September - May.
What: Be a part of the integral workings
of the school. Support the director
with decision making. Oversee fiscal
management.
2. Coordinate or Co-Coordinate our
Winter Fair fundraiser.
When: Wednesday – Friday,
December 11 – 13.
What: Compose an email to solicit
donations for the fair in October, create

a Sign-Up genius to recruit volunteers,
organize parent volunteers, set-up the fair
(Wednesday, 12/11), oversee the operation
of the fair (Thursday/Friday, 12/12 & 12/13),
help put away at the end, possibly come
to Grace Trinity on Sunday morning to
sell the items that are left to the church
community.
3. Coordinate or Co-Coordinate a backto-school play date at Kenwood Park in
August right before school starts.
zaWe have an opportunity to coordinate
with the Fro-Yo-Soul Food Truck, owned by
a Grace family, Zack and Jessi Rethlake,
parents of Cruz, to add a festive touch to
this park play date.
When: Compose an email to solicit
donations for the fair in October, create
a Sign-Up genius to recruit volunteers,
organize parent volunteers, set-up the fair
(Wednesday, 12/11), oversee the operation
of the fair (Thursday/Friday, 12/12 & 12/13),
help put away at the end, possibly come
to Grace Trinity on Sunday morning to

sell the items that are left to the church
community.
4. Host or Co-Host a fall “Great
Gathering” for adults. (The possibilities
are endless!)
This is an idea hatched by the Board and
could be held here at the school/church,
at a public venue or at someone’s home.
It would be a fundraiser like the Great
Gatherings that are offered at our Silent
Auction and would be an opportunity for
new and returning families to get together
and socialize.
When: Date and Time TBD by planners. If
there is interest in hosting a gathering here
at the school/church, the gym is typically
open on Saturday evenings.
What: Community building event for new
and returning families
5. Other volunteer opportunities will be
listed in our summer registration packet
and at our Parent Orientation Night on
Wednesday, August 28th.

Lovey is looking for some love!
Contributed by Claire, Carla and Sarah

Have you ever considered bringing home a cuddly pet,
but haven’t wanted to make a big commitment? The Isles
classroom can oﬀer the perfect solution! We are looking for
families who can provide a loving environment for our sweet
classroom Guinea Pig over the summer months.
If you are interested in taking care of Lovey for any period of
time from a long weekend, to a week or two, please contact
one of the Isles teachers.
Our former bus assistant,
Margie, spent the morning
at school on May 3rd, and
enjoyed some quality time
with Lovey.

Have a great summer!
Claire (952-649-2834) Carla Bode (763-647-8614) and Sarah
Madison (612-418-1810)

Harriet Room News
Contributed by Shannon

The spring season brings all sorts of new discoveries for the
Harriet Room and with spring’s arrival the opportunity to move
on to what is going on outdoors and all the new life that spring
brings!! The month of May brings us OUTDOORS and introduces
us to new ideas and themes of Spring!
Among the usual letter recognition and vocabulary development that
happens in our classroom, we continue to discuss such themes as Spring,
Weather and Rain, and Butterflies. Here we have had the opportunity
to really get our “hands dirty” with lots of sensory exploration and have
been able to get outdoors more often to play in it! We have received
our caterpillars and continue to discover all of the wonderful changes
from caterpillar to chrysalis, and soon to BUTTERFLY! We are looking
forward to continued discovery and having the opportunity to release
the butterflies right in our own front yard at Grace! The spring season
offers a lot of opportunities for sensory exploration and opportunities
to get outdoors and use the energy we have been reserving over the
frigid winter months!
A very special Thank You to all the families of the Harriet Room who
were able to participate in our Spring Conferences! It was a pleasure
to talk with you about the progress of your child. Conference time is a
terrific opportunity to sit down with families and socialize without all
the excitement of the classroom environment. Thank You so much for
sharing your time with me.
All though this year it has seemed as if the thaw would never come, it is
finally spring at long last!! We will be doing our best to try to get outside
at least once a day, as the weather allows. It may be just exploring the
garden in front of Grace or exploring our own front yard! In any case,
please remember to bring/dress your child in weather appropriate
clothes, footwear and possibly apply sunscreen prior to coming to
school for time spent outdoors, walks and exploring. (Having an extra
change of clothes is also a great idea…just in case.) We very much
look forward to celebrating the Spring- with warm, sunny days and
opportunities filled with learning!

Calhoun Room News

Contributed by Cassy, Sarah, Terra and LaSandra

As spring has blossomed, the children in the Calhoun room have blossomed,
too. Throughout the season they have been careful observers of our world.
Currently we are watching the butterflies as they have emerged from their
chrysalises, and later this week we will release them into the neighborhood.
The children were excited to hold a butterfly on their finger and see the
wings gently opening and closing, noticing the symmetrical pattern. We
have planted various seeds that parents have given us and are waiting for
them to sprout. Your child may also bring home a baby spider plant from the
Mama Spider plant that has been growing in our classroom all year. This
unit, exploring seeds and plants, compliments our butterfly unit by creating
an awareness that all living things have a life cycle; that they require food,
water, air, and light to survive; and that the length of their life span varies.
Another important lesson we are discovering is how to wait. Lots of things in
life take a long time. Sometimes it is hard to notice the growing but when we
look carefully and wait we do notice the change that happens little by little –
just like our social and emotional growing.
The end of the school year is always bittersweet. We are sad to see our
year of learning and growing come to an end but we are also happy to know
the children have grown so much and that they are ready to continue their
journey at another level. The last two weeks of school, while preparing
to say goodbye, we tell the children that they are growing too big for this
class. We begin to talk about what will happen next fall. If they are coming
back to Grace the children may be in a different classroom or in the same
classroom with a different group of children. Or, if not returning to Grace,
they may be going to a new school. This information can be unsettling for
some children but we think it is important to talk about. We also feel it is
a learning opportunity for the children to start thinking about what comes
next and how to transition to a new class or school. Throughout the rest of
the school year we will continue to talk about how much we have grown and
also what we like best about coming to school at Grace. We will reminisce
about how they felt when they first came to our classroom and perhaps didn’t
know anyone, and how it is sometimes scary to be in a new, unfamiliar place.
We also like to point out that now, after growing, they have made new friends
and are comfortable in their classroom. We will also talk about how we can
say goodbye to our friends and that the children are always welcome to come
back to visit Grace and their teachers.
We know we must say goodbye and we thank you for allowing us be a part of
your child’s educational journey at Grace. Enjoy a wonderful, safe, summer
and take lots of time to play!

Cedar Room News
Contributed by Monta and Sharon

We have had a lot of fun
this spring in the Cedar
Room.
Our room has
been alive with chicks,
caterpillars,
fish
and
growing children. We have
spent the spring months
learning about farms,
chicks and caterpillars/
butterflies. The children
played with barns, tractors
and farm animals in the
block area. We sang farm
songs such as Old McDonald, letting each child say a farm animal. We
discussed what each animal does on the farm, including producing meat.
The children were given opportunities to use popsicle sticks and red paint
to make barns. We filled the sensory bin with dry corn and the children really
enjoyed scooping, pouring and filling buckets. Dry corn feels good on the
skin and make great noises when pouring it into a bucket. We played a game
called Orchard where we worked together to harvest the fruit crop before the
crow puzzle was completed. Farm puzzles have been available. Small farm
animals were available with the playdough as well as popsicle sticks to make
fences and pens for the animals.
Learning about farms was in preparation for the arrival of an incubator and
chicken eggs. The children helped to care for the chicken eggs by checking
them daily. They learned to put their hands behind them when looking into
the incubator. The first chick hatched on Monday April 29th, and the others
on Tuesday, April 30th and Wednesday, May 1st. The children learned to care
for the chicks by being gentle and holding the chicks by shaping their hands
like a little house. They watched the chicks move, eat, drink, interact with
each other and yes - poop. Some of the children drew chicks in their journals.
When Farmer Dale brought the eggs to school, he also brought a hen and
a rooster for us to meet. The children were fascinated by these chickens.
They asked many questions, especially about their feet. Monta’s nephew
Andy came in and shared pictures of his farm animals: chickens, cows, pigs
and goats. He also brought us maple syrup that we tasted and later ate on
waffles.
On May 1st we went to the historical Oliver Kelley Farm with the Isles Room.
We learned about the farm house, the kitchen and how they had to make all
of their food - including noodles. There was a Farmer who talked to us about
the jobs animals do on the farm. We met sheep, lambs, chickens, an ox and a
horse. There was also a cow out in the field.
We spent several weeks anticipating the emergence of our painted lady
butterflies. We began with very tiny caterpillars. The children observed their
growth and metamorphosis into chrysalis. We had discussions about other
butterflies and insects and what they need to live. Learning about the stages
of caterpillars/butterflies can be applied to other insects. Children had the
opportunity to paint on butterfly shapes at the easel. With the addition of
pipe cleaners and googly eyes at the playdough table some children created
caterpillars. We will continue to use art materials to create butterflies as we
wait for them to emerge from their chrysalis.

News from the Isles Room
Contributed by Claire, Sarah and Carla

After what seemed like the longest winter in recent memory, Spring arrived
in full force with a burst of life forms that significantly increased population
in our classroom. We have a butterfly habitat filled with chrysalises and
baby chicks that spent two weeks in our classroom. Some of the children
took the baby chicks home to babysit, which is a great way to develop
important life skills through experiential learning.
During our foray into the world of leprechauns, the children were inspired
to use spatial reasoning and engineering skills to create impressive
leprechaun traps. Then we continued the natural progression with a unit
on construction and architecture. A major objective of the construction
unit is to provide alternative means of learning and expression through the
exploration of diverse materials. The workbench had special appeal to the
hands-on, kinesthetic learners. The children continued to develop spatial
reasoning skills as they built structures, first out of packing peanuts, then
toothpicks and marshmallows, and finally cardboard and foam core. We
discussed and read books about dream houses and architecture. Some of
the books included: The Dream House, The Biggest House in the World,
A House for Hermit Crab, The Big Orange Splot, Fly Away Home and Iggy
Peck, Architect.
Our Alphabet Jar has been an engaging language arts activity. We worked
on pre-reading skills each day as we filled the jar with objects beginning
with a letter of the alphabet. The children figured out what the object was,
and then we sounded out each word and wrote it on the white board to
strengthen a phonetic approach to word recognition. Our Beautiful Things
art unit coincided with Earth Day and is part of our ongoing effort to not
only reuse and recycle, but also recognize beauty in all aspects of our
environment. We used math and patterning skills to sort recyclable items
that the children brought to school, then they used the recycled items to
create art.
Finally, we went on a wonderful field trip to Oliver Kelley Farm, an historic
living museum that reenacts farm life in the 1800s. The children had the
chance to pet a cow, a horse, and many sheep (including a two-week
old lamb!) We also helped make pasta and churn butter using old-world
methods.

Discovery Class

Contributed by Monta and Claire

In
April
we
began
learning about ecology
in preparation for Earth
Day, April 21. We read
Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax. As
well as other books about
reducing, reusing and
recycling. The children
enjoyed reusing items
to create sculptures and
using scrap paper in place
of new paper. We took a
walk on an almost rainy
day and showed the children storm drains. They noticed the garbage around
the storm drains. We followed the storm drains to the lake. They noticed the
garbage in the lake. Because the lake was too high, we could not see where
the storm drain comes out. You might want to look later in the summer.
On our walk back to school we saw and spoke to Minneapolis Water Works
repair people working on a storm drain. The children were prepared to do
something about the garbage. When we took our next walk, we put on garden
gloves and picked up plastic. They have keen eyes for the smallest pieces of
plastic.

We then spent three weeks learning about Earth’s land, air and water. We
began with Earth’s land or soil and plants need for soil. We learned that soil
is made from decomposing plants and animals. We planted seeds and played
in soil. We examined soil with magnifying glasses and identified different
things in the soil. Next, we learned about Earth’s air. When we breathe we
breathe everything in the air and how in some cities the air is so dirty it is
unhealthy. We discussed electricity sources: coal burning, wind and solar. We
talked about how using less energy pollutes less. We discussed alternatives
to driving cars. Many children biked or walked that day. We talked about how
we need oxygen and produce carbon dioxide and trees/plants need carbon
dioxide and produce oxygen. We then studied water. Earth is the only planet
that we know of with water in liquid form. The children played with water in
liquid form and solid form. One of our favorite activities is to let children
play with water drops on wax paper. They observed water in gas form when
we made hot cocoa. We read Earth’s Water Cycle. Every living thing needs
water as shown in the books A Cool Drink of Water and Water Can Be….
We are still waiting for the results of placing white flowers in colored water
hoping to observe how, as the flower absorbs the water, the color goes up
through the flower stem.

We will finish the year by taking the concepts that we have been learning
about and applying them to the study of Lake of the Isles. We will look at the
web of life in and on the lake and discuss how the different parts interact and
the importance of keeping the lake clean for the animals that depend on it
for life. To document our work, we will be building a mural of the lake.

POETRY CORNER

The Body Remembers

By Julia Klatt Singer - For Poem in your pocket day April 2019

How cool the morning was
How the air was drenched in birdsong
The sun a golden egg breaking in the sky
And you were a small thing; made of angles
Not yet sure of how it all worked
(still, you’d say this)
And the world was a tug that pulled you
From dream-filled sleep
From twisted sheets
From inside out.

Spring Poems by children in the Harriet Room
Our poet in residence, Julia Klatt Singer, spent time this spring in the Harriet
classroom.
Here is a sampling of the children’s poems.
Pink Pig by Cedar
Pink pig is sniﬃng
For food.
He likes to eat carrots.
And he found a carrot.
And he ate it.
Sniﬀ sniﬀ.

Black by Allie
Look at the black!
Black phone
Black book
Black shoes
Black pants!

The Cow and the Pig by Hattie
The cow is stuck
In the mud.
The pig isn’t.
He likes the mud.

I Have by Lottie
I have
A belly button
Right here
In the middle of my belly.

Listen to your Parents by Lucia
Listen to your parents
Because that is how
You be good.
My Garden by Vivian
I planted my garden
Of gingerbread plants.
Water it ﬁrst.
They will grow
Into gingerbreads.

Poem in Your Pocket Day around the
neighborhood

POETRY CORNER

Summertime Farmer ’s Market Fun
Contributed by Barb

My guess is that many of you take at least one family excursion
to a Minneapolis Farmer’s Market in the summertime. Seeing the
array of fruits, vegetables and flowers is quite exciting for young
children. In addition to purchasing fresh produce for your family
meals, you can extend children’s learning about “where things
come from” by using some of nature’s bounty to make play
materials, such as paint and paper or yummy treats, such as juice
and popsicles.
Here are some simple instructions to try out some of these ideas.

Making Paint: For more detailed instructions go this website: https://
recyclenation.com/2015/04/how-to-make-dyes-paints-from-plants/

This is a guide for what plants will produce which color to get started. This
isn’t an exhaustive list, but it contains some of the most popular and easily
accessible natural items.
Brown: Dirt. No, this isn’t a plant, but if you want a full color spectrum you’ll
have to get creative with all sorts of natural dyes. This one is good for mixing
with water and using as a natural paint.
Purple/Red/Pink: A variety of berries: Strawberries, cherries, huckleberries,
blackberries, elderberries, black currants, red currants and raspberries. You
can also use beets, roses, pomegranates, hibiscus, day lilies and basil leaves.
Blue: Blueberries. You can mix the juice with some distilled vinegar. You can
also use purple grapes, red cabbage and elderberries.
Grey: For this one, you can use wood ash.
Yellow: Onion skins are a pretty popular option for yellow. Turmeric,
sunflower petals, bay leaves, dandelion flowers, marigolds and celery leaves
also work.
Green: Artichokes, spinach, peppermint leaves, lilacs or just plain grass.
Orange: Chili powder, paprika and carrots.
You can make natural paints to paint on paper, dye clothes, make a temporary
tattoo and even stain wood. (See website above for instructions)

Making paint with nature’s materials
(children’s instructions).

1.Pour the spices, flowers, or vegetables into a sturdy bowl.
2. Stir and smash them up with the grinder (pestle) until they get mushy and
pasty.
3. Add water. Keep smashing them.
4. Mix it all up. Strain liquid if desired.
5. Paint with brushes on paper!

Summertime Farmer ’s Market Fun
Contributed by Barb

Making Paper (for detailed instructions go to: https://tinkerlab.com/

how-to-make-paper/
1. Shred or tear-up old paper - all kinds of paper will work. About two handfuls
of shredded or chopped up paper make one sheet of homemade paper.
2. Soak shredded soft paper in 3-4 cups water for about 15 minutes and up to
an hour for harder/stiffer paper. Take the wet paper and blend it in a blender
until it turns into “pulp”.
*At this point you can stir in leaves or flower petals that you get at the
farmer’s market.
4. Make a sheet mold. Take an old picture frame and cut some old window
screening or a plastic needlepoint canvas to fit inside the frame. Pour the
pulp on the screen and spread it out, *pressing with your hands and a sponge
to get rid of the water. You can use a rolling pin at the end to flatten it as
much as possible. *This is drippy, so put a tray under the screen to prevent
water dripping on the table or do this part outside on the grass.
5. Let the paper dry completely. Leaving it outside in the sun or using a fan
will help it dry faster.
6. Once it is dry you can use it to draw on, cut it into shapes, put it in a frame!

Making Juice & Popsicles with fruits and vegetables from
the Farmer’s Market

You don’t need a fancy juicer to make juice. You can use a blender or food
processor.
1. Choose your ingredients fresh from the Farmer’s Market - assorted berries,
melon pieces, carrots, and cucumbers. Add a little liquid ( juice or water) to
aid the blending process.
2. Blend until all ingredients are incorporated and smooth.
3. Place a fine mesh sieve over a bowl and slowly empty the contents from
the blender into it. The fibrous pulp will stay in the sieve and the juice will
drain into the bowl. Press down with the back of a big spoon to get all of the
juice into the bowl.
4. Discard the pulp. If making popsicles you can freeze the pulp too.
5. To make popsicles, freeze the juice in popsicle molds or in paper cups
(place a stick or spoon in the cup to make a handle.)

